Contractors: WIN MORE BIDS!
Developed by Estimators for Estimators™, e4Clicks is a proven, fully integrated,
collaborative product for estimating, as well as contract, project, and document
management. Almost 90% of the country’s Air Force Bases currently use e4Clicks, as well
as rapidly growing numbers of Army/Army Corps of Engineers installations, and other DOD
and non-DOD federal agencies, county, state and local governments, transportation
agencies, and healthcare institutions. It’s time to simplify the process and give your
business a BOOST. Give your team the technology and competitive edge you need to win
more bids with e4Clicks Project Estimator!
e4Clicks was designed to meet the needs of contractors just like you! It’s packed
with features to help you begin or improve your existing business in the hard to reach
government sectors for any type of contract. You can manage multiple contracts, projects,
estimates, bids, cost books, contractors, and subs, all in one application! Get the industry’s
best access to multiple cost data sources. Our ongoing support, training and customer
service are second to none.
Estimating
Break free from spreadsheet formula errors and productivity issues
Access full line item descriptions, notes, takeoffs, crews, and pricing info
Easily incorporate your custom line items or integrate items from any industry
guide
Manage multiple estimates within each of your team’s projects
Contract Management
Organize and track documents, milestones, inspections, and warranties,
electronically and with greater accuracy
Auto populate Government forms with project data, or create your own
Run all of your contracts (JOC, SABER, IDIQ, MATOC, MACC, SATOC, POCA) in one
program
Automatically link your line items to your construction specifications
eTakeoff Plan Viewer
Eliminate paper plans with powerful virtual quantity take-off, QTO, and Pattern
Search
Measure and color code counts, lengths, and quantities with ease
Total measurements from multiple plan sheets easily
Supports multiple file formats including PDF, DWG, and TIFF
Cost Data & IDIQ Pricing
Access the most valuable industry leading costa data sources
Your cost data and IDIQ custom cost books are just a click away
Easily select a national standard cost database, as well as your own customized
items
Enjoy the most powerful, intuitive search features
Training
Practice with hands-on training for better understanding and greater retention
Take home training materials packed with rich, detailed information or try our
virtual training from your home or office
Classes led by cost estimators and project managers with years of experience
Earn Continuing Education Units for class attendance
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